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Introduction: The thermal behavior of lithium ion batteries could be

investigated by efficient simulation method. Here, we developed an

electrochemical-lumped thermal analytical model to analyze the thermal

response and heat breakdown of a pouch LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 battery (3Ah)

under fast-discharging conditions at 7C(environment temperature:20℃).

The key parameters of the proposed model (such as diffusion coefficient

and reaction rate constant) possess the temperature dependent Arrhenius

behavior while temperature is relevant to heat generation, heat conduction,

and convective heat dissipation. Based on the method of integral

transformation, the state estimation algorithm is able to rapidly recover the

model states of current, voltage and temperature. The theoretical solution is

tested to be highly accurate through comparison of numerical solution

results and experimental data. As a consequence, our simulation model can

scientifically and precisely calculate the heat generation and temperature

distribution of lithium ion batteries. The model is based on Batteries and

Batteries, Lithium-Ion Module of COMSOL Multiphysics®.

Results:

Fig.1. shows an excellent agreement between the analytical results 

and experimental measurements. Fig.2 shows temperature 

distribution and comparison between the simulation and 

experimental. The comparison shows that even the model is 

accurate enough to calculate heat breakdown. As illustrated by Fig.3, 

heat consist of cathode(47.1%), anode(42.4%) separator(10.3%) and 

the Al and Cu is negligible. The cathode main contribution to the 

global heat generation rate arises from the ohm resistance heat 

generation followed by the ohmic heat generation(Pohm), the 

reaction heat generation (Prax). The cell design can improve, reduce 

the heat source, fall of temperature to manage the better battery 

when we know that every part of the heat generated by the battery.

Conclusions:

A coupled, Electrochemical-Lumped thermal modeling study for cell 

heat breakdown based on the local heat generation method has been 

presented. The model incorporates the reaction and ohmic heat in the 

matrix and solution phases. The temperature coefficients of the various 

transport and kinetic parameters are accounted for using Arrhenius-

type relationships based on the literature data. The results are 

matching with the experimental results with good accuracy. The study 

could be used to further build models for thermal management and 

heat generating analysis of the battery available in the market.
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Figure 2.Temperature distribution 8C rate on ZY surface and Comparison of simulation

and test  sample

Figure 3. Heat contribution of different components (Left) and (Ca=Cathode; An=Anode; 

Sep=Separator; Cu=Cu current collector; Al=Al currrent collector; Ohm Diff=Ohmic heat

in  liquid phase; Ohm Ele=heat from Li+ migration in liquid phase; Ohm Solid=Ohmic

heat by solid phase; Reaction=Reaction heat)

Figure 1. Charge curve fitting at different rates(Left) and Temperature curve fitting at different rates(right)
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